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Company Summary
Webblen is a blockchain-based mobile app that allows users to earn money and
rewards for attending events and building their communities.
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Executive Summary
Team Skills & Expertise

Mukai Selekwa (CEO): 
Business Development, Sales Psychology, Full Stack Development, UX/UI Design,
Digital Marketing

Nate Thoreson (CMO): 
Digital Marketing, Graphic Design, Partner Relations & Communications

Austin Braham (CSO): 
Business Development, Business Strategy, Legal, Finance

Carter Razink (CTO): 
Blockchain Development, SEO, Technical Partner Relations

Qomoo Atomsa (CNO): 
Marketing, Networking, Partner Relations

Problem

Society has began to feel a psychological toll from the advancements of modern day social media and technology. It's ironic. As
opposed to having technology be a supplement of our social behavior, it has started to replace it. That's why we've seen a rise
depression, suicide, and anxiety. We have be deprived of what it means to truly be a part of a community that provides value to
you in the same way you provide value to it. 

Product
Webblen flips the script to the problem and uses technology to supplement and reward social behavior. People can now be
rewarded and paid for attending events and building their communities. 

Target Market

Primary: Digital Advertisers
Small Business/ Personal Digital Advertisers over $240 Billion Market. Businesses and brands can use their ad spend to focus on
locally driven ads on our platform to avoid global advertising competition.

Secondary: Community Builders
Anyone who needs an affordable and powerful way to make a positive impact on their community

Tertiary: Crypto Users
Webblen is the first cryptocurrency that breaks the barrier of knowledge of the crypto space. You don't need to
understand blockchain or crypto in order to use the platform and be paid. Like the internet, everyone uses it, but not
everyone knows how it works. Because this is the case, Webblen will be a currency that the masses can adopt, thus being
an extremely lucrative opportunity for the current crypto niche to adopt quickly.

Business Model

Webblen Makes Money in the Following Ways:

Native Ads
Small businesses and brands have a straight-forward way to advertise to local audiences without the worry of global
competition bs like other digital platforms. This app can almost be seen as the "Billboard of Apps".

Webblen Economy & User Fees
In order to post events and create communities, the user incurs a fee. A portion of the fee is a tax to be given the
Webblen team. The rest of the money is distributed out as rewards for usage. Webblen users also incur a small monthly
fee in the form of Webblen in order to incentivize usage to earn more Webblen. 

Events
Webblen hosts 1-2 large events each year to promote app usage and sells tickets for profit.

Local 2 Global & Merchandising
Our webseries, Local 2 Global, grows an audience that will be large enough to monetize through ads, sponsors, and
merch sales.



Marketing Strategy

Besides Digital Advertising, Webblen Markets in the Following Ways:

Local 2 Global
Webblen has a web-series that focuses on different community builders in different niches in different areas. We
interview the community builder, talk about our vision, host an event with them, etc. The goal is to show the value of
using our app and have the community builders share the content generated with their audiences. This will eventually
lead to cataclysmic growth in our audience as well as app usage. This strategy creates a brand that not only has users,
but an audience as well.

Events
Webblen hosts events 1-2 times a year to increase brand awareness and app usage. This is also how we practice what
we preach to promote community involvement.

Competitors: FourSquare,Local TV/Newspaper, Event Calendars, FB, Reddit, and Twitter

FourSquare's purpose is to help you discover and share information about businesses and attractions around you. It
utilizes a similar "check-in" call-to-action as Webblen.  Users are rewarded "points" that are redeemable for various
rewards and coupons for checking into different places.

Competitive Advantage

Webblen's advantage ranges from us being one of the first movers, our brand culture, our value proposition, and our
tech focus. 
-We are currently the only classified "Community BuildingPlatform" on app stores and have created the world's first
social economy.
-Our brand culture is one that encourages social participation which provides long-term value to our users. 
-This is a platform that will be treated as a full-time source of income for some users.
-Webblen uses disruptive technology that require niche skills & expertise in order to make this mission a reality.

Fundraising Round: Seed --> $500k

Amount Invested/Raised From Pre-Seed: $18k
This money will be used in order to begin scaling our project and fully implement the next stages of Webblen adoption,
brand awareness, and growth. 
 
Please refer to 2020 financials and our company Roadmap for more information.

FourSquare/ FourSquare Swarm

Key Difference(s)
-Webblen is focused on events for users to check in to, not business locations and attractions.
-Webblen offers value beyond rewarding our users "points". Users receive recommendations for events to attend,
communities to join, and additional features that prevent it from being seen as "just another trend".

These are relatively outdated ways to consume news information but are still ways nonetheless.
Local TV/Newspaper

Key Difference(s)
-Webblen is more efficient and accessible. In less than 3 clicks, you'll know about the news happening in your area.
-Webblen gives an opportunity to democratize our news. If users want to become a local news provider, they now have
that choice.

You can almost say the internet is one big event calendar. Even Google has an event calendar for you to find events.
Event Calendars

Key Difference(s)
-Webblen is focused on reducing the friction of finding an event you'd actually enjoy. You don't have to constantly be
filtering out events you don't care about. To almost repeat why Webblen is better than other competitors: "In less than
three clicks, you'll be able to find something to do."

These are very significant players that provide their users inform and access to communities.
FB, Reddit, and Twitter

THE KEY DIFFERENCE
-Webblen is adjusted to only focus on providing value to its users on a local level. These are social media conglamerates
with a focus on connecting on a global scale. This leads to information saturation. Their business models would need to
be completely overhauled in order for them to compete with us. It is not in these site's interest to shift their market
position. Doing so would create a hole in the market that another business would take full advantage of and try to fill.


